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SpendMend Pharmacy Overview
Could your pharmacy department benefit by gaining more actionable insights and expertise – without the 
burden of budgeting, hiring, and training more FTEs?

SpendMend Pharmacy, can fill that role and help you drive new efficiencies across all areas of your pharmacy 
landscape. Comprised of experienced healthcare professionals, including pharmacy leaders from a variety of 
healthcare settings, the SpendMend team delivers industry-leading Compliance and Optimization solutions to 
support Pharmacies and 340B Covered Entities.
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The comprehensive suite of SpendMend Pharmacy solutions includes:

340B COMPLIANCE PURCHASING OPTIMIZATION TRULLA PROCUREMENT

• 340B Annual Audit
• 340B Maintenance Services
• 340B Management Services
• HRSA Audit Support
• 340B Staff Augmentation

• 340B Optimization
• 340B ESP Support
• 340B Growth Projects
• Trulla Analytics
• Drug Shortage Risk Score

• Single Ordering Platform 
for orders to wholesaler and 
secondary vendors

• NDC Enforcement
• Supplier Enforcement
• 340B TPA Integration

We leverage decades of 340B and pharmacy purchasing experience to simplify and help 
support the compliance, optimization and growth of your covered entity’s 340B and 

purchasing program - so you can focus on patient care.

Pharmacy Solution Overview
A Complete Suite Of Solutions

For Your Pharmacy



To begin the project, we work with you to pull your initial data set.  We then provide an in-depth assessment 
of your environment and tailor our services to your specific needs with a combination of compliance and 
optimization solutions. 

Our team is comprised of former pharmacy leaders who understand the heavy workload of your department.  
With this in mind, all our work is performed with the goal of limiting the time required from you and your staff.

Pricing for our compliance services is based on the complexity and size of your facility. Pricing for our 
Optimization services is contingency based so your hospital/clinic will never be invoiced until you actually 
realize the savings from our solution.

Getting Started
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Why Pharmacies Choose SpendMend Pharmacy

Ensure compliance with HRSA 
guidelines

“The compliance audit worked better than we could have 
imagined.  They ensured we were HRSA compliant while 

showing us many opportunities for savings.  We are a 
customer for life.”

-Director of Pharmacy, 
Large comprehensive non-profit, DSH hospital

Drive an average of 3% savings on 
your annual drug spend

Benefit from a combined 250 years of 
pharmacy experience

Gain insight on the best practices of 
leading pharmacies

At SpendMend, we strive to help hospitals and clinics improve patient care through the 
delivery of innovative cost savings solutions, insightful transaction analysis, and improved 

visibility across business relationships.

SpendMend Mission
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